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Getting Started with BIRT
By Virgil Dodson

What Is BIrt?
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BIRT has two main components: a report designer based on 
Eclipse, and a runtime component that you can add to your 
application. The charting engine within BIRT can also be used 
by itself, allowing you to add charts to your application. 

You can also get BIRT into your existing Eclipse 
environment through the Eclipse Update Manager. 
Be sure to also select the Data Tools Project when 
using this approach.

Hot 
Tip

Eclipse Business Intelligence and Reporting Tools (BIRT) is an 
open source, Eclipse-based reporting system that integrates 
with your Java/J2EE application to produce compelling 
reports. BIRT is the only top-level Eclipse project focused on 
business intelligence. BIRT provides core reporting features 
such as report layout, data access and scripting. This Refcard 
provides an overview of the BIRT components focusing on a 
few key capabilities of the BIRT Designer, BIRT Runtime APIs, 
and BIRT Web Viewer. This Refcard should be interesting to 
report designers as well as developers or architects involved in 
integrating BIRT reports into applications.

DesIgn anD runtIme components

Open Source BIRT can be downloaded from http://download.
eclipse.org/birt/downloads/ or http://www.birt-exchange.
com. There are several different packages containing BIRT 
depending on your needs.

BIRT All-In-One 
Download

The fastest way to get started designing BIRT reports on Windows. 
Includes everything you need to start designing BIRT Reports, 
including the full Eclipse SDK.

BIRT Framework This download allows you to add the BIRT plug-in to your existing 
Eclipse environment. (Make sure you check the dependencies and 
update those too.)

gettIng BIrt

RCP Designer Simple to use rich client version of the BIRT Report Designer 
dedicated to creating reports without the rest of the Eclipse 
development environment.

BIRT Runtime Deployment components of the BIRT project including a command 
line example, API examples, and example web viewer.

BIRT Web Tools 
Integration

Contains the plug-ins required to use the BIRT Web Project Wizard 
and the BIRT Viewer JSP tag library.

BIrt report DesIgners

BIRT Report Designer

BIRT Report Engine

Eclipse
Report
Designer

Eclipse
DTP,
WTP,...

Chart
Designer

Report Design Engine

Generation
Services

Charting
Engine

Data
Services

Presentation
Services

XML
Report
Design

Report
Document

Data

Data

HTML
PDF
Excel
Word
PowerPoint
PostScript
...
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The BIRT report designers are easy-to-use, visual report 
development tools that meet a comprehensive range of 
reporting requirements. The report designers include task-
specific editors, builders, and wizards that make it easy to 
create reports that can be integrated into web applications. All 
BIRT report designers support:
     • Component-based model for reuse
     • Ease of use features 
     • Support for a wide range of reports, layouts and formatting
     • Programmatic control
     • Data access across multiple data sources

BIrt FILe tYpes

Design File 
(*.rptdesign)

An XML file that contains the data connection infromation, report 
layout and instructions. Created when making a report in the BIRT 
Designer.

Template File 
(*.rpttemplate)

Ensures all reports you create start with some common elements 
such as a company header or predefined syles. The starting point for 
a BIRT report.

Library File 
(*.rtplibrary)

Stores commonly used report elements, such as a company logo, so 
they are managed in one place for all reports.

Report Document 
(*.rtpdocument)

The completed report including layout instructions and data. Can be 
transformed into final report output, such as HTML, PDF, and XLS.

BIrt Data sources

BIRT supports a variety of data sources and can be extended 
to support any data to which you have access.  In addition 
to the list below, BIRT also ships with a connection to the 
ClassicModels sample database and can be easily extended to 
connect to your custom data source.  BIRT also includes a Joint 
Data Set which allows you to join data across data sources.

Flat File Data Source Supports tab, comma, semicolon, and pipe delimited data

JDBC Data Source Supports connections to relational databases

Scripted Data Source Allows you to communicate with Java objects or to any data you can 
get from you application.

Web Services Data 
Source

Supports connections to a web service. A wizard helps you point at a 
service through a WSDL and select the data

XML Data Source Supports data from XML

paLette oF report Items

Use to include static (or localized) text within a report. 
Typically for report titles, column headers or any other 
report text.

Use to include richly formatted text to your report, 
including the ability to integrate HTML formatting with your 
dynamic data.

Use to integrate your static text with dynamic or conditional 
data.

Use to include data from your connection in the report.

Use to include images from various embedded sources or 
dynamic locations.

Use to define the layout of a report. Can be nested within 
other grids to support complex layouts.

Use to display Data elements from your data source that 
repeat and creates a new report row for each daata set row. 
Can contain multiple levels of grouping.

Use to display repeating data elements within your report 
and has support for multiple columns and multiple levels 
of grouping.

Use to add rich, interactive charting to your BIRT report.

Use to display grouped and dynamic data by both the row 
and column level.

Use to build totals for tables and groups. Includes over 
30 built-in functions like COUNT, SUM, MAX, MIN, AVE, 
RUNNINGSUM, COUNTDISTINCT, and RANK.

Bar Side-by-Side Bar Charts show bars from each series 
one beside the other.  These bars are arranged so that 
they each have the same width. The width of the bars 
depends on the number of series being plotted.
Stacked Bar Charts show bars stacked one above the 
other. The positive and negative values are stacked 
separately above and below the origin.
Percent Stacked Bar Charts show bars stacked one 
over the other in such a way that the total height of the 
stacked bar (from its lowest to its highest) is 100%

Line Overlay Line Charts show lines from each series 
independent of the others. The lines are shown joining 
the values for the series.
Stacked Line Charts show lines stacked one above 
the other. The positive and negative values are stacked 
separately above and below the origin.
Percent Stacked Line Charts show lines stacked one 
over the other in such a way that the total height of the 
stacked lines (from the lowest point to the highest in 
each unit) is 100%

Area Overlay Area Charts show areas from each series 
independent of the others. The areas are shown 
joining the values for the series.
Stacked Area Charts show areas stacked one above 
the other. The positive and negative values are stacked 
separately above and below the origin.
Percent Stacked Area Charts show areas stacked one 
over the other in such a way that the total height of the 
stacked areas (from the lowest point to the highest in 
each unit) is 100%

Pie Pie Charts show values as slices of a pie. The size of 
each slice is proportional to the value it represents. Pie 
charts for multiple series are plotted as multiple pies, 
one for each series.

Meter Standard Meter Charts contain a single dial with 
region(s). The background of the dial can be divided 
into regions with different colors.
Superimposed Meter Charts contain multiple dials 
with identical regions. The dials overlap together so 
that it can represent multiple needles within a single 
region.

Scatter Scatter Charts show the values arranged on the plot 
using the category and value data as coordinates. Each 
data value is indicated by a marker.

Stock A Candlestick Stock Chart contains a box with lines 
extending up and down from the ends. The upper and 
lower edges of the box are the stock open and close 
values. The upper and lower points of the line are the 
high and low values.
A Bar-Stick Stock Chart contains a vertical line with 
two horizontal lines sticking to it. The upper and lower 
points of the vertical line are the stock open and close 
values. The two horizontal lines are the high and low 
values.

Bubble Bubble Charts show the values arranged on the plot 
using the category and value data as coordinates. Each 
data value is indicated by a marker.

Difference Difference Charts use two fills to represent the 
positive and negative areas.

chart tYpes
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Gantt Standard Gantt Charts contain a connection line with 
start and end markers.

Tube Side-by-Side Tube Charts show tubes from each 
series one beside the other. These tubes are arranged 
so that they each have the same width. The width of 
the tubes depends on the number of series being 
plotted.
Stacked Tube Charts show tubes stacked one above 
the other. The positive and negative values are stacked 
separately above and below the origin.
Percent Stacked Tube Charts show tubes stacked 
one over the other in such a way that the total height 
of the stacked tube (from its lowest point to its highest) 
is 100%

Cone Side-by-Side Cone Charts show cones from each 
series one beside the other. These cones are arranged 
so that they each have the same width. The width of 
the cones depends on the number of series being 
plotted.
Stacked Cone Charts show cones stacked one above 
the other. The positive and negative values are stacked 
separately above and below the origin.
Percent Stacked Cone Charts show cones stacked 
one over the other in such a way that the total height 
of the stacked cone (from its lowest point to its highest) 
is 100%

Pyramid Side-by-Side Pyramid Charts show pyramids from 
each series one beside the other. These pyramids are 
arranged so that they each have the same width. The 
width of the pyramids depends on the number of 
series being plotted.
Stacked Pyramid Charts show pyramids stacked one 
above the other. The positive and negative values are 
stacked separately above and below the origin.
Percent Stacked Pyramid Charts show pyramids 
stacked one over the other in such a way that the total 
height of the stacked pyramid (from its lowest point to 
its highest) is 100%

BIRT supports internationalization of report data including 
support for bidirectional text.  BIRT also supports the 
localization of static report elements within a report allowing 
you to replace report labels, table headers, and chart titles with 
localized text.  BIRT uses resources files with name/value pairs 
and a *.properties file extension.  For example, a file called 
MyLocalizedText_de.properties can include a line that says 
“welcomeMessage=Willkommen”.  To use these files within a 
BIRT report:

LocaLIzatIon

Assign Resource File to entire report Report -> Properties -> Resources -> Resource File

Assign individual keys to a label Label -> Properties -> Localization -> Text key

stYLes

Reports designed with the BIRT report designer can be 
richly formatted with styles that match your existing web 
application 

Built-in Styles Built-in styles can be shared in a report library for 
managing style across multiple reports.

CSS Style Sheet BIRT can import CSS files at design time or reference 
existing CSS files at run time.

customIzatIon WIth expressIons, scrIptIng anD events

BIRT includes out-of-the-box functionality that is available 
through drag-and-drop or by setting some properties, but also 
supports more advanced customizations through expressions, 
scripting, and events.  The expression builder in BIRT allows 
you to do conditional report processing just about anywhere 
you need to instead of hard coding values.  For example, the 
expression below will display the shipped date for orders that 
have already shipped, otherwise, it will display the order date.

    if (dataSetRow[“STATUS”] == “Shipped”) {
      dataSetRow[“SHIPPEDDATE”];
    } else {
      dataSetRow[“ORDERDATE”];
    }

Scripting of a BIRT report can be done in either JavaScript or 
Java depending on your skill set and needs. Scripting allows 
you to circumvent the traditional event processing of the BIRT 
report.  You can add scripting to report object, data source, 
and data element event types. Each of these event types has 
several events that you can overwrite.

For example, you can use scripting to navigate your Java 
objects and add them to a BIRT Data Set.

    favoritesClass = new Packages.SimpleClass();
    favorites = favoritesClass.readData();
    …
    var favrow = favorites.get(currentrow);

    var Customer = favrow[0];
    var Favorite = favrow[1];
    var Color = favrow[2];

    row[“Customer”]=Customer;
    row[“Favorite”]=Favorite;
    row[“Color”]=Color;

Creating your first report:
     • Create a new Report Project from the category 
of Business Intelligence of Reporting Tools. Change 
to the Report Design perspective.
     • File -> New ->Report.  Select the template called 
“My First Report” which launches a cheat sheet 
containing a step-by-step tutorial assisting you with 
connecting to data sources, creating data sets, and 
laying out your report.

Hot 
Tip

report parameters

A BIRT report can contain parameters that effect the 
report.  Parameters can be supplied by the user or passed 
in programmatically from the application.  Parameters can 
be bound to a data set query effectively filtering the report 
data.  Parameters can also be used in expressions and 
scripting. For example, a parameter can be used with a 
visibility expression to hide a column or entire table. Available 
report parameter values can be supplied from a static list, 
dynamically created from a data set, or even cascading 
dynamic parameters. For example, selecting a Country 
presents the available States, and selecting a State presents 
the available Cities. Related parameters can be grouped for 
easier user navigation.

Parameter collection from the user can be in several forms:

Text Box Empty text area where the user can type the values desired

Combo/List Box A list of values is presented to the user. This list can be provided as a 
static list or dynamically generated based on a data set query. multiple 
values can be accepted.

Radio Button Provides boolean Yes/No, True/False, On/Off of parameters

Custom Parameters can be passed in programmatically so you can creae your 
own web front end to collect the parameters from the user.

http://www.dzone.com
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apIs

BIRT supplies several APIs and an example J2EE application for 
generating and viewing reports. The major APIs are the Design 
Engine API(DE API), Report Engine API(RE API) and the Chart 
Engine API (CE API). In addition to the APIs, BIRT supports 
scripting using either Java or JavaScript within report designs. 

Design Engine API(DE API) Use the Design Engine API (DE API) to create a custom report 
designer tool, or to explore or modify BIRT report designs. The 
BIRT Designer uses this API. You can call this API within a BIRT 
script to modify the currently running report design.

Report Engine API(RE API) Use the Report Engine API to run BIRT reports directly from Java 
code or to create a custom web application front end for BIRT.

Chart Engine API(CE API) Use the Chart Engine API to create and render charts apart 
from BIRT.

BIrt report engIne tasks

There are several tasks supplied by the Report Engine API that 
can be used to generate report output.  A few key tasks are 
listed below.

IRunAndRenderTask Use this task to run a report and create the output directly 
to one of the supported output formats. This task does not 
create a report document.

IRunTask Use this task to run a report and generate a report document, 
which is saved to disk.

IGetParameterDefinitionTask Use this task to obtain information about parameters and their 
default values.

IDataExtractionTask Use this task to extract data from a report document. The BIRT 
viewer uses this class to extract report data into CSV format.

WorLD’s sImpLest BIrt engIne exampLe

static void executeReport() throws EngineException
{
    IReportEngine engine=null;
    EngineConfig config = null;

try{ 
    // start up Platform
    config = new EngineConfig( );   
    config.setBIRTHome(“C:\\BIRT_231\\birt-runtime-2_3_1\\
      ReportEngine”);
    config.setLogConfig(“C:\\BIRT_231\\logs”, java.util.logging.Level.
      FINEST);
    Platform.startup( config );
 
    // create new Report Engine
    IReportEngineFactory factory = (IReportEngineFactory) Platform
    .createFactoryObject( IReportEngineFactory.EXTENSION_REPORT_
      ENGINE_FACTORY );
    engine = factory.createReportEngine( config );  

    // open the report design
    IReportRunnable design = null;
    design = engine.openReportDesign(“C:\\BIRT_231\\designs\\param 
      .rptdesign”); 

    // create RunandRender Task
    IRunAndRenderTask task = engine.createRunAndRenderTask(design);  
    // pass necessary parameters
    task.setParameterValue(“ordParam”, (new Integer(10101)));
    task.validateParameters();
   
    // set render options including output type
    PDFRenderOption options = new PDFRenderOption();
    options.setOutputFileName(“my_report.pdf”);
    options.setOutputFormat(“pdf”);

    task.setRenderOption(options);

    // run task
    task.run();
    task.close();
    engine.destroy();

}catch( Exception ex){
    ex.printStackTrace();
}  
finally
{
    Platform.shutdown( );
}

WeB vIeWer

If you are deploying the BIRT Engine within an RCP 
application you should NOT set the BIRT Home vari-
able or execute the Platform.startup() method.

Hot 
Tip

Use scripting to change bar colors on a chart based on plotted 
data.

    if (dph.getOrthogonalValue() < 1000) {
      fill.set(255,0,0); //red
    } else if (dph.getOrthogonalValue() < 5000) {
      fill.set(255,255,0); //yellow
    } else {
      fill.set(0,255,0); //green
    }

Use scripting to add or drop a report table based on a user 
parameter.

   if (params[“showOrders”] == false){
     reportContext.getReportRunnable().designHandle.getDesignHandle()
       .findElement(“table1”).drop();
   }

Or use scripting to include dynamic images that are based on 
the report data.

    if (row[“CREDITLIMIT”] <= 0) { 
    “down.jpg” 
    } else {
    “up.jpg” 
    }

report DepLoYment optIons

Once you create your report designs, there are several different 
ways to generate the report output. Obviously, you can run 
these reports directly from the BIRT Designer, but you can also 
run BIRT reports from the command line, generate BIRT reports 
from you Java application using the BIRT APIs, integrate and 
customize the example web viewer, or deploy your reports with 
third-party components and report servers.

http://www.dzone.com
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Attribute Description

__id Unique identifier for the viewer.

__title Sets the report file.

__showtitle Determines if the report title is shown in the frameset viewer. Defaults to 
true. Valid values are true and false.

__toolbar Determines if the report toolbar is shown in the frameset viewer. Defaults 
to true. Valid values are true and false.

__navigationbar Determines if the navigation bar is shown in the framset viewer. Defaults 
to true. Valid values are true and false.

__parameterpage Determines if the parameter page is displayed. By default, the frameset, 
run, and preview mappings automatically determine if the parameter 
page is required. This setting overrides this behavior. Valid values are true 
and false.

__report Sets the name of the report design to process. This setting can be 
absolute path or relative to the working folder.

__document Sets the name for the rptdocument. The document is created when the 
report engine separates run and render tasks, and is used to support 
features like table of contents and pagination. This setting can be an 
absolute path or relative to the working folder.

__format Specifies the desired output format, such as pdf, html, doc, ppt, or xls.

__Locale Specifies the locale for the specific operation. Note that this setting 
overrides the default locale.

__page Specifies page to render.

__pagerange Specifies page range to render such as, 1-4, 7.

__bookmark Specifies a bookmark in the report to load. The viewer automatically 
loads the appropriate page.

vIeWer WeB.xmL settIngs

The BIRT Web Viewer has several configuration options.  These 
settings can be configured by modifying the web.xml file 
located in the WebViewerExample/WEB-INF folder. Below are 
a few of the key settings available for the viewer.

Attribute Description

BIRT_VIEWER 
_LOCALE

This setting sets the default locale for the Web Viewer.

BIRT_VIEWER 
_WORKING 
_FOLDER

This is the default location for report designs. If the report design specified 
in a URL parameter is relative, this path is pre-pended to the report name.

BIRT_VIEWER 
_DOCUMENT 
_FOLDER

If the __document parameter is not used,  a report document is generated 
in this location. If this setting is left blank, the default value, webapp/
documents, is used. If the__document URL parameter is used and the value 
is relative, the report document is created in the working folder.

BIRT_VIEWER 
_IMAGE_DIR

Specifies the default location to store temporary images generated by the 
report engine. If this setting is left blank, the default location of webapp/
report/images is used.

BIRT_VIEWER 
_LOG_DIR

Specifies the default location to store report engine log files. If this setting 
is left blank, the default location of webapp/logs is used.

BIRT_VIEWER 
_LOG_LEVEL

Sets the report engine log level. Valid values are:  
OFF, SEVERE, WARNING, INFO, CONFIG, FINE, FINER, and FINEST.

BIRT_VIEWER
_SCRIPTLIB_DIR

Specifies the default location to place JAR files used by the script engine 
or JARs containing Java event handlers. These JARs are appended to the 
classpath. If this setting is left blank the default value of webapp/scriptlib 
will be used.

BIRT_
RESOURCE_
PATH

This setting specifies the resource path used by report engine. The 
resource path is used to search for libraries, images, and properties files 
used by a report. If this setting is left blank, resources are searched for in 
the same directory as the report.

BIRT_VIEWER
_MAX_ROWS

Specifies the maximum number of rows to retrieve from a dataset.

BIRT_VIEWER
_PRINT
_SERVERSIDE

This setting specifies whether server side printing is supported. If 
set to OFF the toolbar icon used for server side printing is removed 
automatically. Valid values are ON and OFF.

vIeWer urL parameters

Below are a few of the key URL parameters available for the 
viewer. These parameters can be used along with the Servlet 
mappings, such as, run, frameset, and preview, listed in the 
Web Viewer section.

vIeWer Jsp tag LIBrarY

The BIRT Web Viewer includes a set of tags to make it easy 
to integrate BIRT reports into browser pages.  These tags 
are available from the BIRT Web Tools Integration download.  
Below are a few the key JSP tags and a description of their usage.

Tag Description

viewer Displays the complete Viewer inside an IFRAME. This tag allows you to 
use frameset and run Servlet mappings. The AJAX Framework is used.

report Displays the report inside an IFRAME or DIV tag without the Viewer. 
This tag allows you to use preview mapping and does not create an 
rptdocument. The AJAX Framework is not used.

param Used to set parameter values when using the viewer or report tags. This 
tag must be nested within the viewer or report tag.

value Used to specify multiple values for a given param tag.

parameterPage Used to launch the BIRT parameter dialog or to create a customized 
parameter entry page. This tag can be used with the frameset, run, or 
preview mappings to launch the viewer after the parameters are entered.

paramDef Used within a parameterPage tag to retrieve pre-generated HTML for 
specific parameter control types such as radio, checkbox, dynamic or 
cascaded parameters.

sImpLe vIeWer Jsp tag exampLe

<%@ taglib uri=”/birt.tld” prefix=”birt” %>
…
<birt:viewer 
id=”birtViewer” pattern=”preview”
reportDesign=”TopNPercent.rptdesign”
height=”600” width=”800”
format=”html” 
title=”My Viewer Tag”
isHostPage=”false”
showTitle=”true” showToolBar=”true”
showNavigationBar=”true” 
showParameterPage=”true”>
</birt:viewer>

The BIRT WebViewer is an example application that illustrates 
generating and rendering BIRT report output in a web 
application. This viewer demonstrates report pagination, an 
integrated table of contents, report export to several formats, 
and printing to local and server side printers.

The BIRT Web Viewer can be used in a variety of ways:

Stand-alone Use as a pre-built web application for running and viewing 
reports.

Modify Viewer Source Use as a starter web application that you can customize to 
your needs.

RCP Application Use as a plug-in for your existing RCP application.

Integrated with existing web 
application

The viewer can be integrated with URLs or BIRT JSP tag library.

The BIRT Web Viewer consists of two main Servlets, the 
ViewerServlet and the BirtEngineServlet.  These Servlets handle 
three mappings: (/frameset, /run, and /preview).

/frameset Renders the report in the full AJAX viewer, complete with toolbar, navigation bar 
and table of contents features. This mapping also generates an intermediate 
report document from the report design file to support the AJAX based features.
For example.

 http://localhost:8080viewer/frameset?_report=myreport .rptdesign&parm1=value

/run Runs and renders the report but does not create a report document. This 
mapping does not supply HTML pagination, TOC or toolbar features, but does 
use the AJAX framework to collect parameters, support report cancelling and 
retrieve the report output in HTML format. For example. 

http://localhost:8080/viewer/run?_report=myreport.rptdesign&parm1=value)

/preview Runs and renders the report but does not generate a report document, although 
an existing report document can be used; in this case, just the render operation 
occurs. The output from the run and render operation is sent directly to the 
browser. For example

http://localhost:8080/viewer/prevew?_report=myreport.rptdesign&parm1=value)

http://www.dzone.com
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Brought to you by...
Inspired by the GoF Bestseller

This Design Patterns refcard provides a quick reference to the 

original 23 Gang of Four (GoF) design patterns, as listed in  

the book Design Patterns: Elements of Reusable Object-

Oriented Software. Each pattern includes class diagrams, 

explanation, usage information, and a real world example.

Chain of Responsibility, continued

Object Scope: Deals with object relationships that can 

be changed at runtime.
Class Scope: Deals with class relationships that can be 

changed at compile time.C  Abstract FactoryS  Adapter
S  Bridge

C  Builder
B  Chain of  

ResponsibilityB  Command
S  Composite

S  DecoratorS  Facade
C  Factory MethodS  Flyweight

B  InterpreterB  Iterator
B  Mediator

B  Memento

C  Prototype
S  Proxy

B  Observer
C  Singleton

B  State
B  Strategy

B  Template MethodB  Visitor

ABOUT DESIGN PATTERNS

Creational Patterns: Used to construct objects such 

that they can be decoupled from their implementing 

system.
Structural Patterns: Used to form large object 

structures between many disparate objects.

Behavioral Patterns: Used to manage algorithms, 

relationships, and responsibilities between objects.

CHAIN OF RESPONSIBILITY               Object Behavioral

COMMAND                 
          Object Behavioral

successor
Client

<<interface>>Handler+handlerequest( )
ConcreteHandler 1

+handlerequest( ) ConcreteHandler 2
+handlerequest( )

Purpose
Gives more than one object an opportunity to handle a request by linking 

receiving objects together.

Use 
When n	Multiple objects may handle a request and the handler doesn’t have to 

   be a specific object.
n	A set of objects should be able to handle a request with the handler

   determined at runtime.

n	A request not being handled is an acceptable potential outcome.

Example
Exception handling in some languages implements this pattern. When an 

exception is thrown in a method the runtime checks to see if the method 

has a mechanism to handle the exception or if it should be passed up the 

call stack. When passed up the call stack the process repeats until code to 

handle the exception is encountered or until there are no more parent 

objects to hand the request to.

Receiver

Invoker

Command+execute( )

Client

ConcreteCommand
+execute( )

Purpose
Encapsulates a request allowing it to be treated as an object. This allows 

the request to be handled in traditionally object based relationships such 

as queuing and callbacks.

Use 
When n	You need callback functionality.

n	Requests need to be handled at variant times or in variant orders.

n	A history of requests is needed.

n	The invoker should be decoupled from the object handling the invocation.

Example
Job queues are widely used to facilitate the asynchronous processing  

of algorithms. By utilizing the command pattern the functionality to be  

executed can be given to a job queue for processing without any need 

for the queue to have knowledge of the actual implementation it is 

invoking. The command object that is enqueued implements its particular 

algorithm within the confines of the interface the queue is expecting.
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DZone communities deliver over 4 million pages each month to 

more than 1.7 million software developers, architects and decision 

makers. DZone offers something for everyone, including news, 

tutorials, cheatsheets, blogs, feature articles, source code and more.  

“DZone is a developer’s dream,” says PC Magazine.
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BIRT

Data Sources BIRT supports the Open Data Access (ODA) architecture, which means it 
can be extended to support custom data sources.

Functions BIRT allows you to create custom functions that extend those available in 
BIRT Expressions.

Report Items Report Items can be extended, allowing you to create your own custom 
report item.

Chart Types Additional chart types can be added to BIRT as plug-ins.

Output Emitters BIRT can be extended to include your own custom output type. For 
example, a simple CSV emitter exists and can be added to BIRT.

aDDItIonaL BIrt resources

Eclipse BIRT Project Site http://www.eclipse.org/birt

BIRT Exchange Community 
Site

http://www.birt-exchange.com

Submitting/Searching BIRT 
Bugs

http://bugs.eclipse.org/bugs/enter_bug.cgi?product=BIRT

Online BIRT Documentation http://www.birt-exchange.com/modules/documentation/
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Virgil Dodson is a Developer Evangelist at Actuate 
Corporation and blogger/forum moderator at the BIRT 
Exchange community site.  Virgil has over 13 years 
experience as a software developer.  For the past 6 years 
he has helped Java developers get started with Actuate’s 
embedded reporting products.  He holds a Bachelor of 
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Topics Discussed Include:
     • Installing and deploying BIRT
     • Deploying a BIRT report to an application server
     • Understanding BIRT architecture
     • Scripting in a BIRT report design
     • Integrating BIRT functionality in applications
     • Working with the BIRT extension framework

BIrt report output Formats

In addition to delivering paginated report content to a web 
browser, BIRT also supports several other output formats. 
These formats listed below are support by both the Report 
Engine API as well as the BIRT Web Viewer.

Paginated web 
output

An example web viewer is included with BIRT allowing for on demand 
paginated web output.

DOC Microsoft Word Document.

HTML Suitable for creating HTML pages of report data deployable to any server.

PDF Adobe PDF output suitable for emailing or printing.

Postscript Output can be directed to a printer that supports postscript.

PPT Powerpoint output.

XLS Excel file output.

BIrt extensIon poInts

The APIs in BIRT define extension points that let the developer 
add custom functionality to the BIRT framework. These 
extensions can be in the form of custom data sources, report 

items, chart types, output formats, and functions.  Once 
implemented, these custom extensions will show along with 
the built-in types.  For example, you can create a custom 
report item, like a rotated text label, that will show up in the 
BIRT Palette along with the existing items.
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